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Program

I
Messe de Minuit sur des Ailes de Noel
Midnight Mass for Christmas based on French Carols

Charpentier

Kyrie
Gloria
Credo
Sanctus

Agnus Dei

The Choir

INTERMISSION

II
A Ceremony of Carols

Britten

Procession

Wolcum Yole!
There Is No Rose
The Young Child
Balulalow

As Dew in April
This Little Babe
In Freezing Winter Night
Spring Carol
Deo Gracias
Recess

The Chorus

III
Carol of the New Prince

Sisson

Ballulalow

Chapman

Kolyda

Anon., Russian

Fantasia on O Little Town of Bethlehem

McColl

Lo, How a Rose E'er Blooming

Praetorius

A New Christmas Morning, Hallelujah

MacGinsey

The Holy Infant's Lullaby

Dello Joio

A Christmas Carol Sequence
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The Minuet Mass, though not considered one of his most profound masses, is perhaps the seventeenth century composer's most interesting and tuneful masses. It is built on a succession of simple madrigal parts with developments calculated to preserve their naive character. As a rule in the Kyrie Canticles indicated that the organist should play a care or improviso on some Christmas carol. Also at the close of the Credo a similar improvisation is called for. Thus there appear these instrumental interludes in the mass at the indications of the composer.

A CEREMONY OF CAROLS was composed in 1943 for twelve voices and harp. The words, mostly Middle English, are largely anonymous. The Ceremony begins with an unaccompanied Latin plainsong chant which tells of the birth of Christ, and it closes with the same chant. The various carols are continued with a welcome to Christmas and the New Year, the Infant Jesus, and the Mother and the Child. These carols are charming, and create shades of clear and delicious beauty.